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"For this collection, we wanted to 
create a more material feeling of 
our designs, which reflected the 

'imperfection' of nature that 
inspired us. 

Therefore, we looked at the veins 
of leaves and lines in wood. These 
repeat themselves, give depth and 
shape to the surface. The lines are 
never perfectly straight and are all 

unique and different."

Eefiene Bolhuis
Head of design Studio Solarix
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Line collection.

After the basic collection (the Dot Collection) Studio Solarix introduces the Line collection in 2021. 
This collection of ceramic coloured Solar Design panels for the facade are designed by designer 
Eefiene Bolhuis with nature as a starting point. By looking at veins on leaves and the grain structure 
of wood, she started to apply textures to the panels by hand-drawn lines and colours. By preserving 
imperfections in the drawn lines, a natural pattern is created, which gives the facade a personal and 
natural look when you walk past it.

Within the collection, lines are applied in various ways and combined with colour.  There are two 
directions: 1 where a hard line is visible and 1 direction where soft lines flow into each other. Further-
more, the lines can be applied horizontally, vertically or diagonally to panels, single or multiple layers 
to create a weaving effect. The Line collection offers endless possibilities for Studio Solarix to develop 
unique patterns for the facade.
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The lines 
create colour 
nuances from 

up close 
and suggest 
fluid motion 

from far away.
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The black of solar panels 
is not something you wish 

to hide but integrate as 
part of the colour palette 

into the design. 
Thereby, more energy 
yield for the facade is 

achieved.
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Solar Design panels.

The city of tomorrow faces many challenges: greener, healthier and smarter. Technology has given 
us many opportunities. Yet technology is not the answer to the future but it is what we - as human 
beings - do with it. In addition to the regular solar panels, Studio Solarix is one of the first to pioneer 
in the development of solar panels for the facade. Applying solar panels on the facade gives way to 
more design possibilities for architects and developers to create totally smart buildings. Combine  
beauty, data and smart use of space and connect between the city, buildings and people. Solar  
design facades contribute to the realisation of ambitious climate and energy neutral goals. 

Solarix solar facades are developed to generate sustainable local energy and combine optimization  
of yields with a beautiful aesthetic look. Together with our development partners in Europe we 
pay a lot of attention to new innovation and are constantly improving our panels. Studio Solarix  
distinguishes  itself by launching our own Solar Design collection. We do not mimic existing facade 
materials like marble and bricks, we focus on a new solar design look, material and colour range. 

Solarix solar facades can be made in a wide variety of sizes and can replace almost any existing  
facade material. Therefore it offers a great alternative to traditional facade materials and provides 
more meaning to buildings by generating energy and meeting sustainability goals. 

Our solar panels are equally suitable for new build or renovation projects, in the residential and  
commercial field. For optimal application, panels are applied starting from 100m2 and over.  
Especially on higher buildings, from 4 layers onwards, the application of our Solar Design system is a 
great way to meet the renewable energy demands and create a high-end facade finishing. There are 
endless possibilities to transform buildings into smart and beautiful energy generating cityscapes. 
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A pattern with 
integrated transparency 
in to the design to 
increase energy yields.

We want to stay far away from plain boring black solar panels. By playing with lines and transparency 
we approached this in the Line collection differently. We did not hide the black of solar panels  but 
integrated it as part of the colour palette into the design. Thereby, more energy yield for the facade 
is achieved. 

Circular ambitions:
In the Line collection, Studio Solarix is taking further steps to realize their circularity ambitions. 
We want to make a major impact on the global energy transition. With our sustainable facade  
applications, we can achieve more than 25% CO2 reduction in the built environment over the next 
25 years. More than 36% of all CO2 emissions come from the built environment. With solar facades 
from Studio Solarix, we contribute to energy neutral buildings that will generate more energy than 
they use.
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The skin of a building 
should feel friendly 
and pleasant to stay in, 
look good to walk by, 
and show certain 
natural imperfections.



Two pattern
directions.

The Line collection is based on two pattern directions: 1 in which a 'hard' 
line is visible and 1 in which soft 'brush' lines flow over each other. 
Furthermore, we can apply horizontal, vertical or diagonal lines to the  
panels, single or multiple layers to create a weaving effect.
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Line Collection - Colours

Design     Studio Solarix 

Material    Ceramic print on tempered glass 

Colours    Standard collection and custom  
     colours in consultation 

Yield     110 - 130 Wp per m2 

Sizes     To be determined in accordance 

Thickness    8 mm

Weight    22.5 kg per m2

Construction systems   Solarix standard system, 
     or other system fitting to the project.

Guarantees    25 year performance guarantee (up to 80%)
     20 year product warranty
 
© European Registered Design (ERD) 

Specifications
and colours.
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02. Light granite - Melange grey, blak 
Extra fine lines - Vertical
150 WP per m²
S0202002  

29. Light granite - Melange grey, blue
Extra fine lines - Mesh
130 WP per m²
S0202029  

15. Light granite - Melange grey, black
Medium lines - Vertical
135 WP per m²
S0202015   

47. Light granite - Melange grey
Fine soft strokes - Horizontal
130 WP per m²
S0202047
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08. Moss - Melange light/dark green, black
Fine lines - Diagonal mesh
110 WP per m²
S0202008  

11. Dark granite - Melange light/dark granite
Fine lines - Vertical
130 WP per m²
S0202011     
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19. Spring - Melange green, black
Extra fine lines - diagonal mesh
140 WP per m²
S0202019      

01. Midday blue - Melange blue, black
Extra fine lines - Diagonal
150 WP per m²
S0202001     

37. Midday blue - Melange blue
Fine soft strokes - Horizontal
135 WP per m²
S0202037

38. Dark blue - Melange blue
Fine soft strokes - diagonal
130 WP per m²
S0202038

40. Dark granite - Melange grey
Fine soft strokes - Diagonal
115 WP per m²
S0202040

06. Misty blue - Melange blue, black
Fine lines - Mesh
130 WP per m²
S0202006     
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24. Dark terra - Melange terra, black
Extra fine lines - Horizontal
140 WP per m²
S0202024  
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34. Dark terra - Melange terra
Medium soft strokes - Vertical
110 WP per m²
S0202034

46. Purple - Melange purple
Medium soft strokes - Diagonal
110 WP per m²
S0202046

43. Dark terra - Melange terra
Fine soft strokes - Vertical
110 WP per m²
S0202043

42. Light terra - Melange terra
Fine soft strokes - Diagonal
110 WP per m²
S0202042

10. Dark terra - Melange light/dark terra
Fine lines - Vertical
110 WP per m²
S0202010      

09. Dark terra - Melange light/dark terra
Fine lines - Horizontal
110 WP per m²
S0202009     

45. Moss - Melange green
Fine soft strokes - Vertical
110 WP per m²
S0202045
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41. Brons - Melange brons
Fine soft strokes - Horizontal
100 WP per m²
S0202041
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25. Clay - Melange clay, sand, black
Fine lines - Mesh
115 WP per m²
S0202025  

30. Light brons - Melange brons, black
Extra fine lines - Mesh diagonal
140 WP per m²
S0202030

18. Dark brons - Melange light/dark brons
Extra fine lines - Vertical
100 WP per m²
S0202018     

05. Brons - Melange brons ocker 
Extra fine lines - Horizontal
105 WP per m²
S0202005    

12. Light brons - Melange brons, black
Medium lines - Horizontal
120 WP per m²
S0202012  

31. Dark brons - Melange brons, ocker
Extra fine lines - Mesh
100 WP per m²
S0202031



Address:
Mauritskade 64
1092 AD Amsterdam
The Netherlands

General information:
info@studio-solarix.nl

+31 (0)20 2440641

Sales information:
sales@studio-solarix.nl

 

Like to get started 
yourself with 
our designs?

Render textures 
Request our render textures via:

info@studio-solarix.nl

High-resolution images
If you want to use images or texts from this document, 

request high-resolution images via:
jasper@studio-solarix.nl

© 2021 Studio Solarix.  All rights reserved.



Facades
are the

new urban
trees.

View the 
Line Collection

online


